
 

Senior Project: Creative Content 

 

Description: 

Many aspire to be great, but never instill the drive. Some go to be great, but get lost deep inside. The point 

I’m trying to make is that, anything is humanely possible, if you work hard and put your mind to it. For 

my Senior Project, I intend on creating visual collages of different events, settings, and places, using Still 

Photography. Being able to capture life through a lens is simply fascinating and intriguing, giving the 

multitude of different elements that you can incorporate, I plan on shooting flawless still photography shots, 

a few music videos (both directed and starring me) as well as, providing instrumentations, originally 

created by me. 

 

 

 

CREATIVE CONTENT  

BY: Marcus Goss 

 

Art as a whole is a culture that many overlooks. When you think of art, most think of paint or Colors, or 

people. My intentions for this project are to expose the brighter side of life, capturing some of the more vibrant 

settings, parties, events, and more. Food will make an appearance, and with the footage I capture, record, and 

take. I plan to create a visual collage, and somehow incorporating the original sounds of creations or pieces 

that I make. 

 

Details: 

 



As far as the details of the project, I intend on using my own Cannon TI camera, all original pieces 

(constructed by me), I may have to reach out and work with some local camera talents (in regards to shooting 

videos), I may have to travel within a reasonable radius of where I live to capture different settings at different 

times, and most importantly. With an agenda of shooting every month randomly, I will create an original 

piece, to please the audio aesthetics of viewers infatuated with good visuals and even better complimentary 

music. What more can a viewer whom generally loves art, want other then soothing or fitting music to the 

piece. As a goal my intention is to do 5 different Themes. Each theme will consist of photos and or images 

that pertain to the theme ie: (Morning: Coffee, Starbucks, Sunrise, Morning Dew, Traffic, etc). From there, 

based off of the vibe given via the collection of photos, I plan to create a musical piece, using a software I’ve 

purchased outside of my general studies (Fl Studios).  

 

 

(These are sample portraits  that would be found in the appropriate category given  to the subject to the matter.) 

 

 

 



Category #1 :(Nightlife) Tampa Producer Showcase 

Location: Ybor Heights, Crowbar 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

 
 

Img 1 : Dj Wally-Clark & Producers 

Img 2 : Producer Ag Beats & (Girlfriend) Autumn 

Img 3 : Producer of M2 Productions, Girlfriend, and Labelmate 

Img 4 : The Venue & Guest 

Img 5 : Producer Charlie & Host/ Artist Fresh Prince813 

Img 6 : The Venue Setup 

Img 7 : Autumn 

 

>>>>>Here is an example of a music piece suited for the setting of the pictures, also potentially 

suited for nightclub advertisement, private parties, or special events. Geared for television, the 



music accompanies and engages people to want more.  <<<<<                                                

Dreancast Arianna 

Grande.mp3  

 

Category #2:(Cloudy) Clearwater/Tampa Bay, Fl 

Location: Ybor Heights, Crowbar 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

Img 1 : Bowery Bayside (South Tampa) 

Img 2 : Passe Grille Beach (St. Petersburg) 

Img 3 : University of Tampa (Downtown Tampa) 

Img 4 : Clearwater Beach Resort (Clearwater) 

Img 5 : University of Tampa (Tampa) 

Img 6 : Riverwalk Tampa (Downtown Tampa Docks) 

Space Troopin Juice 

World.mp3  

>>>>>Here is an example of a music piece suited for the setting of the pictures, also potentially 

suited for law firms, retail & commercial banking, tourist attraction brochures, Bay News9, etc 

Geared for television.  <<<<< 

 

*Included would be one track that I’d create using both Logic & Fl Studios * 

(The music would play off of a portable speaker or Bluetooth connection) 

 

 

Currently I am working on shooting my own music video with a help of a few friends and also I 
have one that I’ve created already myself. 

 

Moving forward, I intend to add 3 more categories with 6-7 photos and additionally create a 
soundtrack catered to the theme of the photos. More so complimentary.  

 

So to conclude, I have 1 video I have created already, 1 I’ve already shot with the help of my 
personal photographer, and 1 more that I intend to create around the holidays.So I will have 3 in 
total. 

 

Furthermore, for the picture collages. I have 3 -4 more categories that I intend to explore and 
create visuals for (Holidays, Early Morning, Sunsets,etc)  

 

 



Its been a very challenging grind to the semester thus far, but I’ve withstood and plan on pushing 
through. From coding in 311 to projection installations and more, I’ve learned an immense 
amount of knowledge I hadn’t know before. I love it though, it gives me options and 
opportunities well-round in all spectrums of new media, with music engineering my strength. As 
the semester ends I will improve my skillsets and finish with a bang need I say more, you will 
enjoy my project a lot and appreciate the art of it in full motion.  

 

My plan for the project ultimately is to encompass a vibe through the art of photography, 
complimented in to a mood of music expression, presenting and thus encouraging the inner 
consensus to enjoy the art of  “Creative Content” 


